
 
 
 

 
 

Diplômes internationaux de langue française 

From the 9th to the 13th of December 2019 
 

 

 

 

What are DELF and DALF?  What is the TEF? Test d’évaluation de français 

They are official DIPLOMAS of general French 
language from the French Ministry of Education.  
 
They give proof of your competence in French.  

The TEF CANADA is an official TEST (adapted to 
the needs of professionals) of the Paris Chamber of 
Commerce.  
It gives your level on a scale. 

Why should I write these exams/ Test? 
These exams are internationally recognized.  

- You can use them as verification of your efficiency in French on your résumé for Trinidadian or 
international companies and organizations.  
 

- For you, on a personal level, these exams validate your growth in French.  
 
These are good aims that push you to derive the most benefit from your courses. 

- This test is recognized by French 
universities and you will be asked for one of 
those diplomas (B2 or higher) if you want to 
study in France.  

This test is a test recognized by Canadian 
immigration. 

How do they work ?  

6 diplomas (A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2) for each 
progressive level exist, from basic to advanced. They 
correspond to the 6 steps stated in the Common 
Framework of References for Languages  of the 
Council of Europe. Each exam tests the 4 main 
language skills: speaking, listening, reading, writing. 
Each diploma is independent and is valid for life.  
 
For further details and to see sample papers, 
visit: www.ciep.fr/delfdalf 

This test evaluates the 4 main language skills: 
“speaking”, “listening”, “reading”, “writing”. It will give 
a mark on a scale from 0 to 900 which will determine 
your level in French and the corresponding level on 
the Common Framework of References for 
Languages  (A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2)  
The test is valid for a year after the official 
validation.  
 
More on: www.fda.ccip.fr 

Who can write these exams ? And when ? 
The Alliance Française is the official DELF-DALF center and TEF center for Trinidad and Tobago. 

- Our regular classes are designed to improve your French in order to take the appropriate level exam.  
- We also offer special preparation classes relative to exam techniques and content.  

However, one can sit either of these exams without being a student of the Alliance Française. 
 
The TEF can be requested on an individual basis at least three weeks before the desired exam date. 
The DELF/DALF exams have a fixed schedule every April, July and December. The next session is : 

 
- DELF: 

Exam 
Common  

Framework 
Price Collective examination 

(written) 
Individual examination 

(oral) 

A1 Breakthrough $350 Mon. 9th December, 1:00 pm – 2:20 pm Mon. 9th December, from 3:00 pm 

A2 Waystage $350 Tue. 10th December, 1:00 pm – 2:40 pm Tue. 10thDecember,  from 3:00 pm 

B1 Threshold $450 Wed. 11th December, 1:00 pm – 2:45 pm Wed. 11th December,  from 3:00 pm 

B2 Proficiency $450 Thu. 12th December, 12:30 pm – 3:00 pm Thu. 12th December.  from 3:00 pm 
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